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Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG):Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG):

A systematically developed statements designed to 
assist clinician and patient decisions about appropriate 
health care for specific clinical circumstances

Field and Field and LohrLohr, , 19901990

Aim of Clinical Practice Guidelines:Aim of Clinical Practice Guidelines:Aim of Clinical Practice Guidelines:Aim of Clinical Practice Guidelines:

To facilitate more consistent, effective and efficientTo facilitate more consistent, effective and efficient

practice and improve health outcomes for patients practice and improve health outcomes for patients 



Key principles for developing guidelinesKey principles for developing guidelines

�� ProcessesProcesses forfor developingdeveloping andand evaluatingevaluating clinicalclinical practicepractice

guidelinesguidelines shouldshould focusfocus onon outcomesoutcomes.. OutcomeOutcome measuresmeasures cancan

rangerange fromfrom survivalsurvival ratesrates toto qualityquality--ofof--lifelife attributesattributes..

�� ClinicalClinical practicepractice guidelinesguidelines shouldshould bebe basedbased onon thethe bestbest availableavailableClinicalClinical practicepractice guidelinesguidelines shouldshould bebe basedbased onon thethe bestbest availableavailable

evidenceevidence andand shouldshould includeinclude aa statementstatement aboutabout thethe strengthstrength ofof

theirtheir recommendationsrecommendations..

NHMRC, 1998



Key principles for developing guidelinesKey principles for developing guidelines

�� TheThe methodmethod usedused toto synthesisesynthesise thethe availableavailable evidenceevidence shouldshould bebe

thethe strongeststrongest applicableapplicable..

�� TheThe processprocess ofof guidelineguideline developmentdevelopment shouldshould bebe

multidisciplinarymultidisciplinary andand shouldshould includeinclude consumersconsumers..multidisciplinarymultidisciplinary andand shouldshould includeinclude consumersconsumers..

�� Guidelines should be flexible and adaptable to varying local Guidelines should be flexible and adaptable to varying local 

conditions.conditions.

�� Guidelines should be developed with resource constraints in Guidelines should be developed with resource constraints in 

mind. mind. 

NHMRC, 1998



Key principles for developing guidelinesKey principles for developing guidelines

�� GuidelinesGuidelines areare developeddeveloped toto bebe disseminateddisseminated andand implementedimplemented

takingtaking intointo accountaccount theirtheir targettarget audiencesaudiences..

�� TheThe implementationimplementation andand impactimpact ofof guidelinesguidelines shouldshould bebe

evaluatedevaluated..evaluatedevaluated..

�� GuidelinesGuidelines shouldshould bebe revisedrevised regularlyregularly..

NHMRC, 1998



Is a CPG needed?Is a CPG needed?

Generally,Generally, aa CPGCPG hashas thethe potentialpotential toto playplay anan importantimportant rolerole

whenwhen::

�� ThereThere isis uncertaintyuncertainty oror aa differencedifference ofof opinionopinion aboutabout whatwhat carecare

shouldshould bebe provided,provided, asas evidencedevidenced byby widewide variationvariation inin practicepractice oror

outcomeoutcome

�� ThereThere isis provenproven treatmenttreatment forfor aa conditioncondition andand mortalitymortality oror

morbiditymorbidity cancan bebe reducedreduced

�� ThereThere isis aa needneed toto bringbring togethertogether scientificscientific knowledgeknowledge andand

expertiseexpertise onon aa subjectsubject

�� ThereThere areare iatrogeniciatrogenic diseasesdiseases oror interventionsinterventions carryingcarrying significantsignificant

risksrisks oror costscosts..

Eccles MP, Implement Eccles MP, Implement SciSci 20062006;;11::2828

GrimshawGrimshaw J,J, J Gen Intern Med J Gen Intern Med 20062006;;2121:S:S1414––2020



If a CPG is appropriate for a given topic, the If a CPG is appropriate for a given topic, the 

topic itself must be focusedtopic itself must be focused

Identifying a particular topic to promote best 

practice

topic itself must be focusedtopic itself must be focused



Canadian Med Assoc, 2007



ConvenceConvence a CPG groupa CPG group

How will the CPG working group operate?How will the CPG working group operate?

�� CliniciansClinicians fromfrom allall disciplinesdisciplines withwith relevantrelevant specialistspecialist expertiseexpertise

�� CliniciansClinicians withwith generalgeneral expertiseexpertise

�� OtherOther relevantrelevant healthhealth professionalsprofessionals

�� RepresentativesRepresentatives ofof consumerconsumer groupsgroups�� RepresentativesRepresentatives ofof consumerconsumer groupsgroups

�� ExpertsExperts inin researchresearch methodsmethods relevantrelevant toto guidelineguideline developmentdevelopment

�� HealthHealth economistseconomists

�� RepresentativesRepresentatives ofof regulatoryregulatory agenciesagencies



Review the scientific evidenceReview the scientific evidence

Clinical practices guidelines usually include three sources of Clinical practices guidelines usually include three sources of 

evidence: evidence: 

�� Evidence based on the outcomes of systematic reviewsEvidence based on the outcomes of systematic reviews

�� Evidence based on clinical experience, or Evidence based on clinical experience, or 

�� Evidence adopted from well established guidelinesEvidence adopted from well established guidelines



Steps in developing scientific evidence based on systematic Steps in developing scientific evidence based on systematic 

review:review:

�� Formulation of the evidence analysis questionFormulation of the evidence analysis question

�� Search the literature for each questionSearch the literature for each question

�� Search plan needs to be developed with inclusion and exclusion criteriaSearch plan needs to be developed with inclusion and exclusion criteria

�� Search words need to be identifiedSearch words need to be identified

�� Databases to search should be identifiedDatabases to search should be identified

�� Initial search should be conducted using the search wordsInitial search should be conducted using the search words

�� Titles and abstracts need to be reviewed first Titles and abstracts need to be reviewed first 

�� Gather articles and reports meeting the inclusion criteria and determine Gather articles and reports meeting the inclusion criteria and determine 

the study design and level of quality for each studythe study design and level of quality for each study

�� Write the evidence summaryWrite the evidence summary



Development of consensus statementsDevelopment of consensus statements

�� Delphi techniqueDelphi technique

�� Determination and formulation of questionsDetermination and formulation of questions

�� Selection of Delphi expertsSelection of Delphi experts

�� Formulation of a first questionnaire that is sent to the expertsFormulation of a first questionnaire that is sent to the experts

�� Analysis of the answers to the first questionnaire. Analysis of the answers to the first questionnaire. 

�� Formulation of a second questionnaire that is sent to expertsFormulation of a second questionnaire that is sent to experts�� Formulation of a second questionnaire that is sent to expertsFormulation of a second questionnaire that is sent to experts

�� Sending of a third questionnaireSending of a third questionnaire



Development of consensus statementsDevelopment of consensus statements

�� Advantages of Delphi techniqueAdvantages of Delphi technique

�� Participants who cannot come together physically can be involved in the Participants who cannot come together physically can be involved in the 

process. process. 

�� Allows participants to remain anonymousAllows participants to remain anonymous

�� InexpensiveInexpensive

�� Participants send their contribution when they want to and only Participants send their contribution when they want to and only �� Participants send their contribution when they want to and only Participants send their contribution when they want to and only 

contribute to those aspects that they feel best able to contributecontribute to those aspects that they feel best able to contribute



Development of consensus statementsDevelopment of consensus statements

�� Nominal group technique (NGT)Nominal group technique (NGT)

�� Introduction and explanation Introduction and explanation 

�� Silent generation of ideasSilent generation of ideas

�� Sharing ideasSharing ideas

�� Group discussionGroup discussion

�� Prioritizing the ideasPrioritizing the ideas�� Prioritizing the ideasPrioritizing the ideas



CPG adaptationCPG adaptation

The adaptation phase consists of the following steps:The adaptation phase consists of the following steps:

�� Determine the health question (s) to be addressed.Determine the health question (s) to be addressed.

�� Search for guidelines and other relevant documents.Search for guidelines and other relevant documents.

�� Screen retrieved guidelines.Screen retrieved guidelines.

�� Select guidelines for review from the larger number retrieved by title or Select guidelines for review from the larger number retrieved by title or 

abstract search.abstract search.

�� Assess guideline quality, currency, content, consistency.Assess guideline quality, currency, content, consistency.

�� Assess acceptability and applicability of the recommendations.Assess acceptability and applicability of the recommendations.

�� Review and balance assessments.Review and balance assessments.

�� Select from the guidelines and recommendations to create an adapted Select from the guidelines and recommendations to create an adapted 

guideline.guideline.

ADAPTE Group, 2007



CPG adaptationCPG adaptation

The adaptation phase consists of the following steps:The adaptation phase consists of the following steps:

�� Prepare a draft adapted guideline.Prepare a draft adapted guideline.

�� Test the adapted guideline locally to get feedback on its use and Test the adapted guideline locally to get feedback on its use and 

endorsement of the final productendorsement of the final product

ADAPTE Group, 2007



CPG adaptationCPG adaptation

Assessing guideline qualityAssessing guideline quality ::

Appraisal of Guidelines Research & Evaluation (AGREE) instrument Appraisal of Guidelines Research & Evaluation (AGREE) instrument ..

The instrument contains The instrument contains 23 23 items grouped into items grouped into 6 6 quality domains with a quality domains with a 44--point point 

LikertLikert scale to score each itemscale to score each item

The domains areThe domains are

�� Scope and purposeScope and purpose

�� Stakeholder involvementStakeholder involvement

�� RigourRigour of developmentof development

�� Clarity and presentationClarity and presentation

�� ApplicabilityApplicability

�� Independence editorialIndependence editorial

AGREE Collaboration, 2003



CPG adaptationCPG adaptation

The ADAPTE approach outlines the following The ADAPTE approach outlines the following 5 5 options for options for 

CPG adaptation.CPG adaptation.

�� Reject the entire guideline.Reject the entire guideline.

�� Accept the entire guideline and all of its recommendations.Accept the entire guideline and all of its recommendations.

�� Accept the evidence summary of the guideline.Accept the evidence summary of the guideline.

�� Accept specific recommendations.Accept specific recommendations.�� Accept specific recommendations.Accept specific recommendations.

�� Modify specific recommendations.Modify specific recommendations.

ADAPTE Group, 2007



Major steps in CPG development

Canadian Med Assoc, 2007



Major steps in CPG development

NHMRC, 1998



ExampleExample

Saudi evidence based CPG for nutritional Saudi evidence based CPG for nutritional 
management of obesity management of obesity 



Aim as outlined 

by project team

Development and distribution 

of a pilot dietetic practice survey

Development and distribution

of the final draft

Analysis of the 

draft survey

Interview with experts

Consultation workshop

Steps in Guideline Development

Consultation workshop
Is there strong evidence 

from existing guidelines ?

Review the scientific evidence

Is there sufficient evidence?
Development of evidence 

based statements

Interview with experts

Consultation workshop

Delphi Technique

Yes

Final workshop Endorsement of the final guideline

Adaptation of the evidence 

based statements
Yes

NO

NO



Delphi technique proceduresDelphi technique procedures

Initial draft statements 

extracted from consultation 

workshops and experts 

First Delphi

Agreement 50 - 75% Agreement < 50%Agreement > 75% Agreement 50 - 75% Agreement < 50%Agreement > 75%

Second Delphi

Modify StatementsClinical guidelines

Exclude statements from the guideline

Agreement > 75% Agreement < 75%







EvidenceEvidence--based statement:based statement:

Increased intakes of calcium or dairy products are Increased intakes of calcium or dairy products are 

associated with weight lossassociated with weight loss..

Level of evidence: Level of evidence: LowLow



Am Diet Assoc, 2008



Am Diet Assoc, 2008



Thank YouThank YouThank YouThank You


